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A premature welcome to the world of Economics!

Your weekly task—go
here first

A podcast for your daily
lock-down
exercise?

Extend your reading

Keep up to date

An introduction to Economics
This should be your weekly port of call. There are a
series of ‘head start’ resources produced by tutor2u that provide an
introduction to the areas of economics you will be studying once you
commence the A Level in September. Please keep checking in on this
site to complete the weekly lessons. The first two are an Introduction
to Macroeconomics and an Introduction to Globalisation.
There are also a few extra resources below ranging from books you
might like to access to podcasts you can listen to whenever suits you.

BBC—50 Things That Made The Modern Economy
Even your teachers have learnt a lot from this eclectic mix of
inventions, concepts and ideas that have shaped the modern
economy as we know it.

Doughnut Economics by Kate Raworth
Why not download and read a free chapter from this brilliant critique
of traditional Economics written for non-Economists. Kate Raworth
has written extensively for media including The Guardian, The New
Statesman, Newsweek.com, and Wired.com, and has contributed to
many radio programmes including for BBC Radio 4, The World
Service, ABC and NPR, as well as television including CNN World
News, Al-Jazeera, BBC, ITV and CBC. She has also been named as
“one of the top ten tweeters on economic transformation”.

BBC News—Economy
You are not expected to know what economics is yet, but it’s essential
throughout your two year course to build up an awareness of what
goes in the world of business and the political influences that shape
economies around the world. The BBC News Economy page is a
quick an easy source to dip into and learn the latest developments in
markets; both domestic and foreign. We’d recommend you visit this
once a week.

In summary we anticipate that as a minimum you will work through the tutor2u weekly
activities but we would love to hear about all the other Economics you have been
engaging with when we see you in September so please drop us an email if you wish.
Mr. D Johnson and Ms K Fey
djohnson@patesgs.org and kfey@patesgs.org
Pate’s Grammar School

